
2 WHAT WRITTEN 

KNOWLEDGE DOES 

THREE EXAMPLES OF 

ACADEMIC DISCOURSE 

Knowledge produced by the academy is cast primarily 
in written language-now usually a national language augmented by 
mathematical and other specialized international symbols .1 The written 
text, published in journal or book, serves as the definitive form of a 
claim or argument, following on earlier printed claims and leading to 
future claims. A traditional, although incomplete, form of history of 
knowledge has been simply to trace the record of printed claims. This 
book will argue that close attention to the textual form of written knowl
edge will tell us much about what kind of thing knowledge is, that the 
written form matters . The mode of argument here will be primarily 
close attention to the page, and persuasion (if it comes) will be through 
the force of what we find there . 

But examination will not be of dormant symbols lying quietly on flat 
pages . The symbols will constantly lead us outward to the many worlds 
they interact with . Without use and activity there is no language . We 
will come to see how the word draws on and ties together writers, read
ers, prior texts, and experienced reality to constitute the domain sym
bolic knowledge. 

1. Of all the contemporary national languages, English is by far the most commonly 
used in scientific and technical publica tion (Swales, "English as the Internat ional Lan
guage of Research"). However, in examining the technical literature on fisheries , Bal
dauf and Jernudd find " that despite the dominance of English as an international 
communicative medium, there was a strong national usage pattern . .. [which] cut 
across issues of international importance"(245). 
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Three Criticisms 

The idea that writing matters, that different choices of 
what to put on a page result in different meanings, has been subject to 
three kinds of criticism that would diminish our estimation of the power 
and importance of written language . Each of these types of criticism has 
a long history and has been presented in many variants . Being neither a 
philosopher nor a historian of ideas, I cannot hope and do not desire to 
address the criticisms successfully in general terms, nor add any ab
stract arguments to centuries-old debate. I place these criticisms here to 
acknowledge the issues and suggest an orientation toward them conso
nant with the data to be presented later. Each of the criticisms point to a 
truth whose proper meaning, however, is not revealed until it is seen 
enmeshed with other truths in the living practice of language . After I 
have presented the specific studies that constitute the main argument of 
the book, I will in chapter 11 offer a more complete theoretical statement 
of my view of language . 

The first criticism against finding much significance in written for
mulations argues that the meaning of texts lies somewhere outside of the 
symbols used to clothe them in the text. Some philosophers, theolo
gians, artists, psychologists, and others have believed in direct appre
hension of truths, ideas, or realities through direct nonsymbolic means . 
Symbols, they claim, only remind us of these meanings that we know 
from elsewhere . This argument, of course, is ancient, dating back to 
Plato and Moses, but it has gone through many transformations, find
ing primary meanings in such things as presymbolic imagination, bio
logic imperatives, and sensory apprehension of reality. Meaning is said 
to lie in these primary referents; once we grasp these referents, we can 
discard the clothing of public language that allows us to locate this pre
symbolic reality. From this perspective, the problem of language is only 
one of clarity and precision-to help us locate what we need and then to 
vanish. 

From a modern, nontheological perspective, it is easy to scoff at a 
shadowy world of essences, of things in themselves, of authentic feel
ings, of positive reality-tantalizing our reach, but beyond our grasp. 
Yet people do use language as though they were referring to something 
other than their own linguistic practices . They do seem to have some 
loose grasp of a world they live in and premonitions of meanings that 
seem to reside within them. They in fact struggle with language to cap
ture these external worlds and internal meanings, to get the words 
right. They are frustrated when their words fail to communicate their 
experience and vision. Mature writing can be said to begin with the 
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realization of the need to struggle with words to make them do more 
fully what we wish them to do. The cases examined here indicate that 
this struggle is deeply conditioned in social and linguistic systems, and 
that the struggle only takes place at socially defined moments, around 
social activities, in social relations (no matter how displaced by inter
nalization). Yet this struggle with meaning, a dialectic between the lan
guage system and the writer's knowledge, experience, ideas, and im
pressions of his reader, is a deeply creative force, constantly remaking 
our symbolic world. 

The second criticism inverts the first. It claims the meaning of the text 
is enclosed entirely within a text, is purely a construct of the arbitrary 
signs brought together in a text. From this position, language becomes 
the entire contents of our minds and experience. Language, then unen
cumbered by any constraints other than the socially given linguistic sys
tem, can mean anything, which is as good as meaning nothing, for it is a 
web of illusions . Reference to objects, experiences, and ideas outside 
the sign system is only a deceiving appearance; the idea of reference is 
itself only a semiotic creation. With no grounding point of meaning out
side the individual sign system, different sign systems create incom
parably different worlds of consciousness. This vision of the world of 
human consciousness being constructed by human language-making 
goes back to the Sophists and to the Biblical description of Adam 
naming the animals, but finds its currently most influential form in the 
literary/linguistic theories of structuralism, poststructuralism, and 
deconstruction. 

The power of language and other symbol systems to create our real
ities is certainly a cause for our fascination with language and an imper
ative for understanding. Otherwise language study would not extend 
beyond linguistics. The arts would be only an entertainment, literary 
studies would be trivial, and sociology, political science, anthropology, 
history, and philosophy would find no impulse to worry over our lin
guistic symbols. The symbol-makers of societies would neither be so 
adulated nor be so central in the operations of polity and culture. The 
cases examined in this volume indeed indicate how ways of perceiving 
and knowledge-making emerge out of sociolinguistic processes. Each 
community examined here finds its own way to formulate its knowledge 
and in so doing defines what it considers knowledge to be. As the com
munity changes, so do the symbolic means. 

Yet enough sharing of meaning occurs between communities of sym
bolic systems to make translation between Hindi and English a fruitful, 
although difficult and imperfect, endeavor. Certain common elements 
of life and the world allow occasional cooperation among people of dif
ferent symbolic communities, although the meaning of such coopera-
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tive events may be interpreted variously by the participants. Enmeshed 
as we are in our own symbolic systems we can even gain shadowy 
glimpses into the worlds of others and expand our own symbolic reper
toire by contact with different systems.2 In surveying the symbolic 
options, we find some more apt to our experiences and needs, and oth
ers less . We choose among various possible meanings and rise above 
being unreflective automatons of our linguistic system. And we find 
that certain formulations, although not writ eternal, do have more stay
ing power and wider cultural dispersion. 

The cases of scholarly and scientific formulations examined here indi
cate that the symbolic developments within communities may depend 
on something more than arbitrary swings of cultural fashion. Symbolic 
systems react to experiences and situations, to contact with different 
communities and the formation of new communities, to struggles with 
old meanings deemed inadequate to account for emerging ideas and 
experiences, to the need to create shared understanding and agreement 
where none existed previously. The world of symbols and conscious
ness here is no blindfold, but a dynamic means of acting in the world. In 
the course of acting, there is even seeing, partial (yet focused and goal 
directed) as it may be in any instance. 

The third argument against putting much stock in written texts is an 
extension of the second. Accepting language as a structured social crea
tion, this position claims that the significant social and creative action 
occurs in the living moment of spoken language instead of on the dead 
written page. In some versions, informal personal communication, 
such as in letters, is granted some breath of life. Generally, however, this 
argument considers written language an epiphenomenon, a pale reduc
tion of the living language of personal presence. Written texts appear 
contextless and socially meaningless in comparision with spoken lan
guage that arises out of the needs of a moment and has an observable 
effect on identifiable listeners . In the interactive dialogue of spoken con
versation, community and communication seem to be born. This idea 
also has an ancient history going back to the early period of literacy. 
Biblical concepts of divine presence and Platas preference for living dia
lectic over the death of wisdom that occurs in writing find their echoes in 
modern valorization of oral over written language in theology, lin
guistics, anthropology, and ethnomethodological sociology. 

The important truth brought home by this criticism is that the power 
of language can only be understood in the context of social action in 

2. Linguists have, of course, long observed that contact between people of different 
linguistic and dialect groups affects the language of both groups and is one of the main 
forces for linguistic change . 
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specific situations . But we should not be fooled by the distances trav
elled by written language, carrying messages across many miles and 
many years. Writing and reading may take place in privacy and com
posure, and they may carry out distant social actions, but they are still 
highly contextualized social actions, speaking very directly to social 
context and social goals. If written language didn't do anything, people 
would treat it only as an idle pleasure . The cases examined here uni
formly demonstrate how much the writing and reading of texts are en
meshed in social activities. Moreover, the essential social purpose of the 
communities examined here is to produce statements of knowledge. 
That is, text production is the goal, and the activity cannot be under
stood without seeing the centrality of texts . In fact, as I will argue in 
chapter 5, the organization of textual activity can help generate many 
other features of social structure . The emergence of certain patterns of 
written communication give generic qualities not only to texts, but to 
the way the texts are used in situations, and even to the character of the 
situations themselves . Writing is social action. Regularized forms of 
writing are social institutions, interacting with other social institutions . 

In communities organized around the production, reception, and use 
of texts, as in the cases examined here, much of the spoken interaction 
and even nonverbal behavior can be seen as in fact secondary to the 
written interaction. For example, chapters 3, 4, 7, and 9 suggest that 
emerging standards for the reporting of experiments create imperatives 
for experiments to be done in certain ways, so that an acceptable ac
count may be given of them in an article. Similarly, chapter 7 suggests 
that specific debates in the literature create the impetus for new experi
ments. It is not a great stretch of the imagination to see talk occurring 
over the laboratory bench and even over morning coffee as bound to
gether by the goal of producing written statements that would be found 
acceptable by the relevant audience (see, for example, Latour and Wool
gar 151-86). 

Although less formal oral and written linguistic events within "invisi
ble colleges" (Crane) constitute significant moments along the way 
toward the public statement, the printed statement circulates beyond 
the inner circle, creating public knowledge out of esoteric knowledge. In 
the public forum the printed statement is what is held accountable and 
becomes the reference point for future discussion. Even within those 
fast moving and tightly structured scientific communities where pre
prints, letters, and chalk talks may be the primary forms of publication, 
with judgment of peers being passed long before the article reaches the 
archive of journal publication, the prejournal forms of publication must 
meet the essentials of public written argument to gain approval. The 
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core of the argument must be inspected and approved by the relevant 
others. 

Recent scholarship into the complex private and semiprivate activities 
of scientists has enriched our view of how knowledge is created, the 
impulses and processes that lead to public statements; these private mo
ments indeed shed light on the public statement, and I shall often draw 
on such evidence (see, for example, Collins, Changing Order; Garfinkel 
et al.; Knorr-Cetina, The Manufacture of Knowledge; Latour and Woolgar; 
and Lynch). In helping show the construction of the public moment, in
sights into private activities do not deconstruct, devaluate, or invalidate 
the public moment . They would only be disillusioning if we held naive 
illusions that texts were to appear spontaneously and pristinely, and 
then were immediately to transsubstantiate, without being read, pon
dered, and acted on, into the pure world of truth. To recognize the rhe
torical character of visually transmitted symbolic activity is only to 
recognize that we live and use our texts in a human world. 

These three arguments against granting substantial importance to 
written texts are illuminating rather than damning. They help reveal the 
dialectical interconnectedness of written language with the worlds 
around it and point to the danger of seeing the printed page as an iso
lated, internally whole phenomenon. Written language can decay faster 
than the page it is printed on, although a powerful text can outlast multi
ple editions, translations, and reconstructions. The force of written lan
guage only maintains to the degree that contextual factors are properly 
aligned and the text is able to capitalize on these factors. That is why 
writing is hard. When we write with any success, the success is likely to 
be weak and transient. Only the rare statement has long-lasting social 
force. 3 

The regularization of writing genres and situations within specific 
communities can increase the likelihood of successful, forceful commu
nication, as several of the case studies below will illustrate. If the com
munal wisdom of a discipline has stabilized the rhetorical situation, rhe
torical goals, and rhetorical solutions for accomplishing those goals in 
those situations, the individual writer and reader no longer need make 
so many fundamental choices and perform virtuosities of communica
tion. Writing up an experiment on visual perception may seem a more 
transparently easy activity to an experimental psychologist than fram
ing an argument in aesthetics to a philosopher, but that has more to do 

3. Our current eclectic hunger fo r texts from d istant times and societies is a recent, 
sporadic, and incomplete phenomenon . Because a text exists in some archive does not 
mean it has living meaning for any readers . 
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with the stabilization of the rhetorical world in one than the innate 
depth in the other. 

This book examines the amount of difference writing makes in con
stituting what we consider knowledge. The different choices made in 
formulating knowledge under different conditions, the regularization 
of choices and contexts within communities, the modification of these 
regularities as they disperse through time and domain, and the implica
tions of the rhetorical choices of individuals and communities, will I 
hope reveal how important it is that we attend to the rhetorical process 
in our understanding and production of knowledge texts . I doubt the 
fundamental philosophic questions surrounding language and knowl
edge will evaporate in confrontation with the evidence here; certainly 
since this book is not framed as an argument in philosophy, I would be 
surprised if it actually engaged recognizable philosophic questions. Yet 
I do hope that the concrete sense of the relations between language, 
social action, empirical experience, and knowledge will help us control 
our symbolic attempts at knowledge with increased skill. 

Texts and Contexts 

Here begins the examination of the ways in which writ
ing matters. Three texts, from different sorts of knowledge creating 
communities, will be examined in relation to four contexts, as these con
texts are referred to, invoked, or acted on in the texts: the object under 
study, the literature of the field, the anticipated audience, and the au
thors own self. 4 By examining how these four contexts are brought to
gether in each text, we can see what is embodied in the language of the 
statement of knowledge. This method, although it gives no firm evi
dence about the actual intentions of the authors and the actual under
standing of the readers, does nonetheless reveal the intentions and 
meanings available in the text . 

This study also ranges beyond the scientific paper to examine knowl
edge-bearing texts in other disciplines in order to explore the possibili
ties of variation in what constitutes a statement of knowledge and to 
accentuate textual features through contrast. The differences in the ex
amples reveal the resources of language to mediate the four contexts 
examined. The examples are not claimed to be typical of their disci
plines, nor are the analyses to be taken as a simple model of the spec
trum of knowledge. 

4. This four-part analysis is a modification James Kinneavy 's communication triangle. 
He sees language (or text) mediating among an encoder (or writer), a decoder (or 
audience) and reality; I have added the fourth item of the literature. 
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How a text refers to, invokes, or responds to each context is explored 
here through specific features of language. First, the lexicon of an article 
is examined to find the types of information conveyed about the objects 
under discussion. The nature of the symbolization, the frameworks in 
which the objects are identified, the precision of identification, and the 
tightness of fit between name and object indicate the quality of tie be
tween text and the world. 

Second, explicit citation and implicit knowledge indicate an article's 
relationship to the previous literature on the subject. 5 About explicit ref
erences questions arise concerning the precision of meaning conveyed 
by the reference, the relation of the reference to the claim of the article, 
the use made of the reference, and the manner of discussion of the refer
ence. 6 About implicitly used knowledge, questions arise concerning the 
extent of codification and the role the knowledge takes in the argument. 7 

Third, each articles attention to the anticipated audience can be seen 
in the knowledge and attitudes the text assumes that the readers will 
have, in the types of persuasion attempted, in the structuring of the 
argument, and in the charge given by the author to the readers (i.e., 
what the author would like the readers to do after being convinced by the 
article). s 

Finally, the author is represented in several ways within the text. The 
human mind stands between the reality it perceives and the language it 

5. Karl Popper in "Epistemology Without a Knowing Subject" in Objective Knowledge 
argues similarly that knowledge once created becomes largely autonomous, something 
separate from either reality or our subjective sense of it. Once created, knowledge can 
be treated as an object, upon which further intellectual operations may be made, much 
as a spider web once woven becomes an object in the world. In like manner, I consider 
the literature of the field as a fact in itself, a fact with which all new publications must 
contend, just as they must contend with the objects they presume to study. With respect 
to new publication the literature of the field has a status beyond simply the record of 
past subjective perception. The new publication, in criticizing, correcting, extending, 
and simply using the prior literature treats that literature as the " third world" Popper 
describes. 

6. See G . Nigel Gilbert, "Referencing as Persuasion"; Henry G. Small, "Cited Docu
ments as Concept Symbols" ; and Susan Cozzens, "Comparing the Sciences" and "Life 
History of a Knowledge Claim." 

7. Harriet Zuckerman and Robert Merton discui,s codification in "Age, Aging, and 
Age Structure in Science, " in Norman Storer, ed ., The Sociology of Science, 510-19. Mer
ton also discusses the implicit use of knowledge, or what he calls " obliteration by incor
poration," in Social Theory and Social Structure, chap. 1, and in Sociological Ambivalence and 
Other Essays, 130. 

8. Latour and Woolgar, Knorr-Cetina, "Producing and Reproducing Knowledge, " 
and Knorr and Knorr, From Scenes to Scripts , seem most interested in the persuasive and 
other effects texts have on their audiences; the process of text creation is seen to have the 
primary goal of persuasion. In this they follow Joseph Gusfield, "The Literary Rhetoric 
of Science." 
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speaks in; statements reflect the thoughts, purposes, observations, and 
quirks of the individual. The individual can be seen in the breadth and 
originality of the article's claims, in the idiosyncrasies of cognitive 
framework, in reports of introspection, experience, and observation, 
and in value assumptions . These features add up to a persona, a public 
face, which makes the reader aware of the author as an individual state
ment-maker coming to terms with reality from a distinctive perspective. 

Although the four contexts (and the features that indicate them) are 
separated here for analysis, they are mutually dependent in each text. 
An observation concerning one has implications for the others. The 
depth of the interdependence is evident if one considers that the percep
tion and thought of both author and audience are shaped for the most 
part by the same literature, and that literature provides the accepted 
definition of the objects discussed . Similarly, shared interest in and ob
servation of objects of study draw the literature, author, and audience 
together. 

An author, in deciding which words to commit to paper, must weigh 
these four contexts and establish a workable balance among them. A 
text is, in a sense, a solution to the problem of how to make a statement 
that attends through the symbols of language to all essential contexts 
appropriately. More explicitly, an article is an answer to the question, 
Against the background of accumulated knowledge of the discipline, 
how can I present an original claim about a phenomenon to the appro
priate audience convincingly so that thinking and behavior will be mod
ified accordingly? A successful answer is rewarded by its becoming an 
accepted formulation. 

Each of the contexts, when abstracted from the writer's task of embod
ying complex meaning in a specific text and when viewed singly as a 
theoretical problem in communication, can appear to raise overwhelm
ing epistemological difficulties . The kinds of difficulties that arise from 
such monochrome analysis are suggested by a slight renaming of the 
four factors we have been considering: language and reality; language 
and tradition; language and society; and language and mind. Exclusive 
concern with the language-creating mind leads to a subjective view of 
knowledge which makes uncertain the reality perceived and which re
jects the cognitive growth of cultures. Viewing in isolation the effect of 
tradition on statement-making may lead one to misjudge accumulated 
statements-whether called paradigms or authority-as juggernauts, 
flattening out observed anomalies and individual thought. Perceiving 
statements only within the process of social negotiation of a socially 
constructed reality ignores the individuals powers of observation and 
language's ability to adjust to observed reality. But the most common 
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errors arise from language considered only in relation to reality: on one 
side the naive error of assuming that language is an unproblematic re
flection of reality, and on the other side the sophistry that language is 
arbitrary, radically split from nature, with no perceiving cognitive 
selves and no trace of rational community to heal the split. 

The three texts examined below represent three different solutions to 
the problem of writing knowledge: James Watson and Francis Crick, ''A 
Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid"; Robert K. Merton, "The Am
bivalence of Scientists"; and Geoffrey H. Hartman, "Blessing the Tor
rent: On Wordsworth's Later Style." The different balance of contexts 
established in each article derives in part from the differences in con
texts-different types of objects studied, differently structured liter
atures, audiences of differing homogeneity, and different role 
expectations for the authors. The origin of the papers in separate fields 
(molecular biology, sociology, and literary criticism) representing the 
three traditional divisions of the academy (sciences, social sciences, and 
humanities) of course accentuates the differences on all fronts; however, 
these examples should not be overread as typical of large divisions of 
knowledge. 

Suggesting a Molecular Structure 

The article ''A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid" 
(see pp. 49-50) primarily describes a geometric model, elaborated in 
quantitative and qualitative terms, that is claimed to correspond to the 
structure of a substance found in nature. This act of geometric naming 
depends on the substance being discrete and robust and its structure 
being consistent through repeated observations, for otherwise the 
names will not convey a distinct and stable meaning to all observers .9 

Thus the primary context explicitly attended to by the language of the 
paper is the context of the objects of nature. 

All other contexts are subordinated to this primary one so that the 
article may appear to speak univocally about nature. The previous liter
ature on the subject is sorted out according to the criterion of closeness 
of fit between the observed phenomena and the claims made, and the 
accepted claims in the literature become assimilated into the language 

9. Here I am not concerned with the reproducibility of individual experiments, but 
rather with the appearance of the phenomenon under a variety of circumstances. The 
more situations in which the phenomenon unmistakably appears, the more certain is 
the identification of its discrete existence. 
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used to describe the phenomena. The audience is assumed to share the 
same criteria of closeness of fit, discreteness, robustness, and reproduc
ibility for acceptance of claims (or symbolic formulations) about phe
nomena; therefore, the audience can be relied on to have much the same 
assessment of the literature as the authors do, and persuasion may pro
ceed by maintaining apparent focus on the object of study. 10 Further, 
because the audience has a well-established frame of reference in which 
to fit the new claim, they do not need to be given much guidance about 
the claims implications . Finally, the authors' apparent presence is mini
mized by the common pursuit of authors, literature, and audience to 
establish a common, codified, symbolic analogue for nature. The 
authors seem only to be contributing a filler for a defined slot, and they 
are only in competition with a few other authors who are trying to fill the 
same slot. The persona, although proud among colleagues, is humbled 
before nature. 

The opening sentence of Watson and Cricks article sets the task: "We 
wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribose nucleic acid." The 
task of identifying a structure assumes, first, that there is a distinct sub
stance which can be isolated and inspected and which has qualities dis
tinguishing it from other substances. By 1944 Avery, MacLeod, and 
McCarty had extracted a substance which they called "the transforming 
principle" and the method of extraction was standard by the time Wat
son and Crick began work. 11 Further, this substance is assumed to pre
exist the historical, human act of isolating and identifying the substance . 

The ability to isolate the substance under repeatable conditions gives 
an ostensiveness to the name. Since the name only serves to point out or 
tag something distinctly and unmistakeably observable, the name need 
not convey any particular information. It can be arbitrary, whimsical, 
eponymic, or otherwise accidental; it need only be distinctive. The 
name, however, can do double service, conveying information as well as 
identifying. The name deoxyribose nucleic acid identifies elements of 
structure-e.g., the ribose configuration without an oxygen-as well 
as letting us know that the substance is to be found within cell nuclei. 
Thus the name is in this case overdetermined with respect to reality; we 
know more about the substance than we need to for purely identifica
tory purposes. 

10. Latour and Woolgar, 75-76, suggest that scientific persuasion is successful when 
attention is drawn away from the circumstances of statement creation toward a "fact," 
which appears to be above the particularities of a specific circumstance. In the authors' 
terms, "the processes of literary inscription are forgotten ." 

11 . Judson, 36. DNA was, in fact , first extracted by Johann Friedrich Miescher in 1869 
(28). A more detailed account of the complex history of DNA can be found in Robert 
Olby, The Road to the Double Helix . 
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At this point we can see how the accumulated knowledge of the field 
(represented by the literature) is incorporated into the language. The 
isolation of elements and the theory of chemical combination, as well as 
the idea that substances can be analyzed chemically, are all implicit in 
the name of the object. More than that, the name reveals the gradually 
emerging orientation of chemistry to describe most features and pro
cesses through structure. Even the linguistically oldest component of 
the name, acid, has been transformed through redefinition as chemical 
knowledge and orientation have changed. In Bacons day the word acid 
meant only sour-tasting; then it came to mean a sour-tasting substance; 
then, a substance which reddens litmus; then, a compound that dissoci
ates in aqueous solution to produce hydrogen ions; then, a compound 
or ion that can give protons to other substances; and most recently, a 
molecule or ion that can combine with another by forming a covalent 
bond with two electrons of the other (Oxford English Dictionary, 20; 
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 8; American Heritage Dictionary, 10). 
The tasting and taster vanish as the structure emerges .12 

The task of assigning a structure relies on a further assumption, that 
nature arranges itself in geometrical ways; theories of forces account for 
this remarkable correspondence between the symbolic representation 
of geometric shapes and the repeating arrangement of matter in nature. 
Geometry as a study is the product of human consciousness, but geo
metric forms are claimed to preexist human invention. Thus the task of 
the molecular biologist is not to create a structure that approximates 
nature, but to discover and express in human terms the actual structure 
resulting from all the forces and accounting for the behavior and appear
ance of the molecule. The claim of representing an actual structure 
rather than creating an approximate model results in a strong require
ment for correspondence between data and claim. This corres
pondence, as we shall see below, is the main criterion of persuasion 
offered to the audience . 

The few words of text discussed so far convey much about the object 
and the knowledge developed through the history of chemistry and 
biology, yet such compact transmission of information reveals no liter
ary genius on the part of the authors. The dense communication is inher
ent in the names of objects and tasks . That a mere naming of parts 
conveys such precise and full meaning indicates how much the histor
ical genius of the discipline is embodied in the development of its lan
guage . 

12. Notice also how the changing definitions of acid are tied to changing contextual 
knowledge as well as to changing procedures of identification of phenomena and inter
pretation of data . 
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The analysis of the first sentence is not yet finished . The first five 
words, "we wish to suggest a .. . , " reveal much about the joint per
sona and contribution of the two authors. Despite the folk belief about 
the absence of the first person in scientific papers, the authors do assert 
their presence through the word we. That direct presence, however, is 
immediately subordinated to the object under consideration, the struc
ture of DNA. Moreover, the authors are only suggesting, and the sug
gestion has only an indefinite article; whether a suggestion turns out to 
be the structure depends on nature . Wish to suggest is a form which im
plies humility before the facticity of the object, yet the phrase also has 
the boldness of the authors' presumption that their claim indeed will be 
confirmed by nature . Mild speech is possible because the suggestion 
will gain all the force it needs from the observation of reality; nature will 
stand up for scientists . The locution wish to suggest, appropriate here, 
might sound pompous in a branch of knowledge which does not find 
such immediate confirmation in nature. 

Science will as well stand up for scientists, for the authors also subor
dinate themselves to scientific knowledge as currently constituted. By 
identifying their subject within the language of scientific disciplines, 
they are implicitly putting their original contribution within the frame
work of existing scientific knowledge . The placement and titling of the 
paper itself suggest how much the originality of the paper is subsumed 
within a highly structured framework of knowledge. The article is 
within a section entitled "Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids" and is 
followed by another article of the same class, " Molecular Structure of 
Deoxypentose Nucleic Acid." The Watson-Crick article discusses only 
one particular substance in a larger class of substances, all being studied 
by colleagues to determine the same type of information . 

The second sentence-"This structure has novel features which are of 
considerable biological interest" -places the chemical claim in the con
text of biological knowledge; this added context identifies the great 
importance of the paper. The knowledge of one field is not treated as the 
hermetic creation of that field, liable only to internal consistency within 
that field. Rather, other disciplines are subject to the discoveries about 
nature. Yet the specific implications of the discovery need not be dis
cussed, for once the novel features of the structure are made known and 
referred to the codified knowledge of biology, any competent biologist 
would see a wide range of implications. Later in the article the authors 
comment, "It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we 
have postulated immediately suggests a copying mechanism for the 
genetic material." This brief comment invokes the knowledge of genet
ics and cellular mechanics and tells the biologist where to fit this struc-
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ture into the open claims of the field. The single added piece of 
information will allow biology to move forward in directions deter
mined by its own logic. It would be presumptuous, tedious, and unnec
essary for Watson and Crick to lecture on the subject. 

It is worth noting that although the subject of the paper is structural, 
the consequences and import are functional. From the shape of things, 
one can better understand how things happen. 

It is also worth noting that all the uses of the first person are to indicate 
intellectual activities: statement making (opening words of paragraphs 
1 and 4), making assumptions (later in paragraph 4), criticizing state
ments (paragraph 2), and placing knowledge claims within other intel
lectual frameworks (paragraphs 11 and 12). None of the first-person 
uses imply inconstancy in the object studied, but only changes or devel
opment of the authors' beliefs of what the appropriate claims about the 
object should be. The object is taken as given, independent of percep
tion and knowing; all the human action is only in the process of coming 
to know the object-that is, in constructing, criticizing, and manipulat
ing claims. 

Once the claim about the object has been placed into its chemical slot, 
to define the inquiry, and its biological slot, to define the significant con
sequences, the competing claims that would fill the same slots must be 
eliminated. If the codified literatures of the relevant disciplines aim to 
represent the way nature is, a multiplicity of claims about the same phe
nomenon indicates an unresolved issue . Until a univocal formulation 
that describes the phenomenon in all its features is found, the phe
nomenon is not fully understood. 

The grounds on which the two competing structures for DNA are 
rapidly dismissed in the second and third paragraphs reveal the central 
role of specific knowledge about the object of study. How any claim fits 
with what is or can be known about the object forms the chief constraint 
for originality, codification of the literature, and persuasion of the read
ers. The Pauling and Corey model, defined by a quick geometric de
scription, is dismissed as impossible on two counts, both based on 
knowledge of features of such molecules well established in the liter
ature: binding forces and van der Waals distances. Because Watson and 
Crick do not present their exact calculations, their criticisms must rely 
on the presumption that the features they invoke are commonly 
accepted and similarly understood well enough to allow reproducible 
calculations that will satisfy other researchers in the field . The codified 
knowledge about all aspects of the object presents clear constraints that 
must be met by any potential model. If a model does not match existing 
theory which is believed to accurately describe nature, then the model 
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must be dismissed. If later the dismissed model is strongly supported 
by other evidence, the dismissing theory must be called into question. 

The dismissal of the Fraser model on the grounds that it is "rather ill
defined" is even more interesting, for the ill-defined does not allow cal
culations of the kind invoked for the Pauling-Corey model. The Fraser 
model is not consequential enough. Since the model cannot then be dis
cussed against the framework of codified knowledge or against measur
able aspects of the object, there is no profit looking into it. 

With the competition disposed of, Watson and Crick can proceed to 
the core of the paper, their suggested structure. The diagram to the left 
of the fourth paragraph gives the geometrical essence of the solution; 
the fourth through eighth paragraphs cast the geometry into words, 
add details, and clarify elements of the structure through reference to 
accepted causal statements, prior work, and other models. The five 
paragraphs are descriptive, recreating physical presence through the 
symbolic systems of words and numbers, but the symbols are more than 
approximate metaphors. The names point to discrete objects, and the 
geometry is of nature itself. Scientific language, as a symbolic system 
with a commitment to reform itself in accordance with replicable obser
vation of nature, becomes more than an arbitrary symbolic system.13 

After this long description of the model, only brief mention is made in 
paragraphs 9 and 11 of the evidence in hand that confirms the model 
and the evidence still needed to provide a rigorous test. Acceptance of 
the model depends on the confirming evidence; therefore, the sketch
iness of the discussion of evidence might seem surprising. But once the 
model is described, the existing evidence needs only be referred to 
because it is generally available and can be interpreted by any compe
tent molecular biologist. Similarly, the construction of new tests is 
within current technology. The other researchers must satisfy them
selves that the model fits past evidence and new tests. It is up to nature 
to persuade the readers, not the authors. 

Just as the ninth and eleventh paragraphs present only limited per-

13. Harriet Zuckerman, "Cognitive and Social Processes in Scientific Discovery: 
Recombination in Bacteria as a Prototypical Case," discusses the resistance to discovery 
created by misleading names and the processes by which definition is corrected 
through discovery. The inaccurate naming impedes, but does not prevent, discovery; 
ultimately, observation of the object leads to corrected knowledge. In the case Zucker
man studies, "bacteriologists believed that bacteria were asexual by definition" (empha
sis hers) because bacteria were classified as schizomycetes, from the Greek meaning 
"fission fungi" (8). In 1946 Joshua Lederberg'.s discovery of sexual recombination in the 
bacteria E. coli, however, led to a revised definition of the classification schizomycetes, 
despite the literal meaning of the etymology. 
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suasion, the tenth paragraph presents only limited guidance to the 
readers about how the model might be applied. The comment that the 
model is probably not applicable to RNA may be primarily to eliminate 
RNA as a competitor for the biological slot of genetic carrier ( as was then 
thought more likely than DNA). 

After mentioning the genetic implications of the structure, the paper 
has finished its primary scientific business . The thirteenth paragraph 
promises greater detail in later publication. Later publications primarily 
were devoted to spelling out the genetic copying mechanisms (Watson 
and Crick, "Genetical Implications" and "Structures"; Crick and Wat
son, "Complementary Structure"). Nonetheless, it is this first short arti
cle that counts as the primary statement of knowledge and is the one 
usually cited. 

The last paragraph pays its respects to some aspects of the social sys
tem of science: prepublication criticism, access to unpublished evi
dence and ideas, and funding. To those who know the history of this 
discovery, these few thanks and the earlier criticisms of competitive 
work recall a web of social intricacies and inchoate psychological reach
ing toward discovery. 14 These prepublication facts of life are recognized 
by working scientists as necessary preconditions of publishable work; 
nonetheless, these preconditions of discovery do not enter the actual 
argument of the publication. In the article, competition is dealt with 
only in cognitive terms, discovery is presented as a fait accompli, 
and the social system is appended only as a courtesy, a polite nod at the 
end. 

Dependence on the community of the discipline is even more funda
mental in the language used, the prior knowledge, and the accepted 
perception of the object of study, yet even this cognitive dependence on 
the scientific community is not given explicit recognition. The article 
cites only work immediately relevant to the assessment of claims made 
in the article. The six footnotes document only articles presenting com
peting claims that were criticized or offering supporting data. 

In order to maximize the tightness of fit between nature and its sym
bolic representation, all the relations between language and other con
texts-the literature, the audience, and the authors-are both harnessed 
to and driven by the relationship between language and nature. Society, 
self, and received knowledge are present in the research report, but they 

14. The complex sociological, psychological, and historical specifics of the process of 
discovery in the case of DNA are extensively recounted in James Watson, The Double 
Helix; Anne Sayre, Rosalind Franklin and DNA; and Horace Judson, The Eighth Day of 
Creation . 
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are subordinated to the representation of nature . The criterion of corres
pondence between statement and object governs all of the contexts. 

Establishing the Ground beneath a 
Phenomenon 

Robert K. Mertons essay in the sociology of science, 
"The Ambivalence of Scientists" (see pp. 51-53 for the beginning of this 
essay), presents a different kind of linguistic solution to a different kind of 
linguistic problem. In the DNA paper, except for the specific structure 
proposed, all aspects of the symbolic formulation are shared by author, 
audience, and literature. At the beginning of the ambivalence paper much 
less is shared; Merton must establish the ground on which his claim is to 
rest. The phenomenon which is the object of study is not universally rec
ognized as a discrete phenomenon, and much of the language needed in 
the discussion does not have unmistakable ostensive reference. The liter
ature of the field does not provide a generally recognized framework in 
which to place the current claim. The criteria the audience will apply are 
not clear-cut and universal, nor is it certain what intellectual framework 
they will bring to the reading. The authors perspective is, then, in many 
respects individual; nonetheless, through the medium of the paper he 
hopes to establish his claims as shared knowledge. 

The particular subject of the article-the ambivalence of scientists 
(including social scientists) in observing and reporting certain aspects 
of behavior-adds an additional level of problem to be solved in the 
paper. The subject concerns the process of statement making and ap
plies in a self-exemplifying fashion to the authors work in this essay, the 
statements in the literature, and the statements made by the readers. 
Thus, if the claims of the paper are correct, then the literature must be 
reinterpreted, the author must take into account his own ambivalence, 
and the readers must question their own statement making. Not only 
must Merton establish the grounds of the claim, he must carry the claim 
across shifting grounds. 

In this article a wide range of linguistic choice is open to the author; 
little is predetermined by a knowledge of reality codified in language, 
literature, and criteria of judgment. Merton must develop at length orig
inal formulations to represent the phenomenon, to assemble and inter
pret the relevant literature, to establish his perspective, and to attend to 
the audiences perception. 

The first specific difficulty faced by the essay is the identification of the 
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topic and its placement in the discipline. Unlike the Watson-Crick topic, 
which is located at the intersection of two terms already within the lex
icon of the discipline (i.e., "structure" and "DNA"), Mertons topic is 
doubly alien to his discipline. First, the topic depends on the recogni
tion of a prior topic-multiples and priorities-not previously in the dis
cipline; 15 then the topic inquires into why the prior topic has not 
obtained due recognition. Mertons solution to the importation of a topic 
which he claims to be indigenous, necessary just to set the stage for the 
true topic of the paper, is to rely on his own prior work on multiples and 
priorities and then to suggest that enough evidence already exist
ed within documents familiar to the field such that the topic should 
have been raised earlier, except for the impeding mechanism of 
ambivalence. 

The fact that the prior topic of multiples and priorities has a clear and 
substantial place in the authors own framework of knowledge, but does 
not yet have a fixed place in the codified literature of the discipline, leads 
to three consequences common in the social sciences. First, for clarifica
tion, readers are referred to the authors own works rather than the 
shared knowledge of the discipline. Second, the readers must be per
suaded not only of the specific claims of the essay, but of the authors 
larger framework of thought in which the claims are placed. Finally, the 
authors new construction of the knowledge of the field requires a recon
sideration of the validity of wide parts of the literature and not just of the 
specifically competing claims. Without a fixed, codified literature to 
place and constrain topics and claims, authors are both free and encour
aged to frame their contributions in broad revolutionary terms, reorder
ing large segments of knowledge. Paradoxically, the great power and 
broad implications of Watson and Cricks structure of DNA result from 
the claims tight constraint within a highly elaborated framework of 
thought; the narrow claim reverberates through the whole system. A 
broader claim in a less tightly strung system may have a more damped 
effect. 

In order to establish the phenomenon to be discussed, the opening 
paragraph of the ambivalence paper asks the scholarly reader to recall a 
wide range of evidentiary documents: "the diaries and letters, the note
books, the scientific papers, and biographies of scientists" as well as the 
scholarly discussion of these documents. The reader of the Watson-

15. Brannigan (47) cites several precursors and sources for Merton's analysis of multi
ples, but these earlier discussions do not establish that multiples was a firmly 

- entrenched topic in sociological discourse at the time of Merton's writing. Our concern 
here is with the rhetorical situation as perceived by the author. 
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Crick article must only make a highly directed scan of codified knowl
edge to locate and accept the topic . Here, however, the reader must 
review the literature from a critical perspective incorporating a new 
topic of priorities before he can place and accept the topic of ambiva
lence as worthy of study. Indeed, the large quantity of examples of the 
phenomenon cited throughout the essay are, in part, necessary to con
firm to the reader that this topic does exist. 

Since the topic of ambivalence involves a critique of the field, the writer 
has a special problem with respect to the scholarly audience, all of whom 
presumably are subject to the cognitive lapse which is under discussion. 
Merton must challenge the readers while still maintaining their good will 
and attentiveness. To overcome audience resistance and ease the shock of 
self-recognition, Merton creates a strong presence of his own viewpoint 
and an atmosphere of camaraderie that assumes temporarily that the 
audience is already with him. He begins with statements of great cer
titude and only later fills in the background of concepts that make the 
opening statement possible. This technique bears similarity to the way 
Hemingway opens To Have and Have Not: "You know how it is there early 
in the morning in Havana with the bums still asleep against the walls of 
the buildings; before even the ice wagons come by with ice for the bars" 
(1). The reader is drafted into a club, and only gradually is the reader filled 
in on the experience that reader presumably shared from the beginning. 
The reader is companionably drawn into the world populated by sleeping 
bums and bars and early morning adventures in Havana. In Mertons 
essay, the atmosphere of agreement takes the edge off the challenge and 
creates enough good will for the argument to unfold. Further, Merton 
withholds explicit discussion of sociologists' group involvement in the 
problem until the entire mechanism has been laid out, the giants of sci
ence implicated, a few confessions cited, and dispassion praised. More
over, eminent psychologists and sociologists are identified as having the 
courage of self-examination on this matter before the readers are asked to 
consider their own cases. 

After introducing the problem, in the second paragraph Merton iden
tifies the mechanism of the ambivalence, thereby localizing the phe
nomenon in a theory of the operations of science. The metaphor of 
conflict of forces is drawn from physics, and Merton is careful to label it 
as metaphor by the phrase "can be conceived of." There is no claim here 
of measurable forces as there would be in physics . Metaphors are un
derconstrained in meaning; by their nature they are only suggestive 
and approximate. One resorts to metaphor only when the thing to be 
described is partially or imprecisely known, and one must look to 
correspondences with better known objects. Even in the best of meta-
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phors the correspondence between the thing being described and the 
metaphorical representation is only partial. In any specific case, how
ever, the metaphor may be the best available description and, when 
combined with other underconstrained terms and contextural clues, 
may create a web of approximate meanings surrounding the actual 
thing, such that a meaning develops adequate to the situation. The sec
ond sentence provides a second underconstrained meaning to support 
the metaphor of resistance: "Such resistance is a sign of malintegration 
of the social institution of science which incorporates potentially incom
patible values .... " Of all the sentences in the article, this sounds the 
most typically sociological, precisely because it attaches the topic to 
familiar sociological concepts. The terms of this sentence, however, are 
abstract, some of variable or disputed meaning, some metaphoric, and 
all in a complex syntactical relationship that makes the imprecision 
additive, if not geometrical. Further, resistance is only "a sign," not a 
particular sign or the only sign. Here the indefinite article is a true indef
inite, unlike Watson and Crick's "a structure," where near at hand 
observations of nature can fix the structure as unique . 

Such underdetermination of language provides further reason for 
requiring the good will of the audience. A sympathetic audience is more 
likely to expend the effort to reconstruct from partial indicators the 
meaning most congruent to the argument-a process that may be called 
reading in the intended spirit. The unsympathetic reader, however, can 
find in underconstrained meanings enough inconsistency, contradic
tion, and unacceptable thought to mount a serious attack. Even such 
ordinary appearing terms as "scientific accomplishment" or turns of 
phrases as "as happy as a scientist can be" rely on many loosely defined 
conceptual assumptions; they can easily disintegrate under a hostile 
reading. 

In the third paragraph the author turns from an invisible social struc
ture which is claimed to generate the ambivalence to the more visible 
"overt behavior that can be interpreted as expressions of such resis
tance." Even these overt manifestations of trivialization and distortion, 
nonetheless, are not directly measurable and discrete. Distortion, for 
example, is a conceptual term, requiring comparative judgments 
against a normative model, application of judgment criteria, imputation 
of thought, and similar interpretive procedures . The interpretation of 
the concrete evidence of contradictory statements by or about scientists 
on the matter of priorities requires the kind of analysis employed by 
psychologists and literary critics. Simple claims become indications of 
internal processes within the makers of the claims. Even the simple 
claims, that Halsted was overmodest about his work or Freud found 
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questions of priority boring, are based on human judgment and the 
imputation of attitude. 

The only direct evidentiary statements of the primary phenomenon of 
ambivalence are the confessions of the professionals of introspection, 
Freud and Moreno. On the less deeply embarrassing emotional con
flicts discussed in the later part of the paper-fear of the joy of discovery 
being dashed and fear of unconscious plagiary-Merton is able to cite 
direct confessions of ambivalence by less trained observers of them
selves. But even the evidence of introspection involves judgment, con
ceptual categories, and the naming of transitory and evanescent phe
nomena by the introspector. Claims of reproducibility of phenomena 
within the self require a kind of phenomenological sense memory, and 
claims of similarity between observers raises even greater difficulties of 
matching affect to language. On many levels we have only the intro
spectors' words to go by. 

As the essay reaches its midpoint, the samples of irrational statement
making (analyzed as evidence of ambivalence) start coming from socio
logical sources: the literature of the discipline has become the evidenti
ary document. The practice of imputing psychological phenomena into 
the very record of the discipline is justifiable on the basis of social sci
ence's own discoveries, but it makes for great difficulties in establishing 
a codified body of knowledge from the literature . To draw the paradox 
more strongly, the desire to establish a professional literature that rises 
above the cognitive and perceptual limitations of individuals leads to 
self-examination, but that reflexivity only reveals the difficulty of cod
ifying statements made by humans about human behavior. 

Once Merton has indicated a similarity of structure in many examples 
and has moved the examples to the readers' discipline, he is ready to call 
on the readers for further analysis of this issue. Before the final perora
tion on the therapeutic value of the study of multiples, he has already 
steeled the courage and minds of those he wants to carry forth the inves
tigation. He has also suggested the method: dispassionate observation 
of the self and others, aided upon occasion by collaboration. The final 
charge to the audience is quite directive: have courage to overcome your 
own ambivalence to begin a systematic study of priorities, for not only 
will this study add to knowledge, it will be therapeutic for all of science, 
including sociology. This kind of "follow my lead" is very different than 
the implicit charge to the reader offered by Watson and Crick: gather 
more evidence to see if we are right, then use the knowledge to advance 
science according to its own dictates. 

The strength of Merton's directiveness at the end is typical of the 
entire essay, for he must establish a perception of reality and terms of 
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discourse not universally shared in the discipline. He must persuade the 
readers not just of a specific claim, but an entire framework of knowl
edge. Language, rather than being highly determined by the discipline's 
shared perception of reality as it is in the Watson-Crick article, must be 
carefully shaped by the author to turn his own vision into the shared 
one of the discipline . Because of the originality of formulations, the 
authors presence is inevitably strong. If this were typical of the social 
sciences, one might see the consequences in authors being noted for a 
point of view or method of perception rather than a specific claim and in 
a greater tendency for schools to be formed around the most original 
authors . The differences in formulations among original authors may 
make reconciliation of viewpoints difficult, and many researchers may 
find the clearest direction by following in the footsteps of only a limit
ed number of originators. There are, of course, many other eco
nomic, social, and cognitive reasons for the formation of schools in all 
disciplines. 

Reading a Poem 

Unlike the previous two articles, Geoffrey Hartmans 
"Blessing the Torrent: On Wordsworth's Later Style" (see pp. 54-55 for 
the beginning of the essay) unfixes our knowledge of its subject (a 
poem), to suggest an experience that goes beyond any claim we can 
make. Rather than taming its subject by creating a representation that 
will count as knowledge, the essay seeks to reinvigorate the poem by 
aiding the reader to experience the imaginative life embodied in it. Inso
far as the poem can be reduced to easily understood, verifiable claims
" normalized," in Hartmans term-the poem is of little interest. 

This concern with the aesthetic moment of the poem requires that an 
existential bond be created among poet, critic, and reader. In the process 
of conveying the poetic moment, the critic's sensibility plays the central 
role. The poem, the literature, and the audiences perception are all 
mediated through the critic's vision. The critic perceives new dimen
sions of the poem, uses the literature to allude to his own aesthetic expe
rience, and asks the audience to accept a new way of reading the poem. 
The poetic text and its context, the accumulated experience of literary 
criticism and literary texts, and the audiences critical judgment and 
expectation of poetry do constrain what the critic· can persuasively state, 
yet the critic has considerable power to transform all of them. 

In one sense the object of investigation, a sonnet entitled "To the Tor
rent at the Devils Bridge, North Wales, 1824," is a known and discrete 
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phenomenon. It is printed in the collected works of William Words
worth; apparently no scholar has questioned the attribution to Words
worth, the dating, or the purity of the text. The poem is easily repro
duced, as is done at the beginning of the essay. Moreover, some elemen
tary literary techniques and a few well-known biographical facts seem 
to explain the apparent features of the poem, as Hartman demonstrates 
in the third through the sixth paragraphs. The topic of the essay, conse
quently, appears to be fixed in a framework even more complete than 
that which surrounds DNA, to the point where the topic appears trivial. 
Here, though, the essay sets the framework aside as not revealing the 
important knowledge of the poem . 

That important knowledge is a complex state of mind beyond nam
ing. Hartman can only try to reevoke it through description, contrast, 
analogy, and reconstruction of context. As Hartman states at the end of 
the second paragraph in what is the closest approximation of a thesis in 
the essay, "Uncertainty of reference gives way to a well-defined per
sonal situation, that is easily described, though less easily understood." 
The outside of the situation, captured in the description, is dis
tinguished from the inside of the moment, which counts as understand
ing. The poem, as verbal artifice, conveys something beyond the words. 

The title of the essay indicates the true subject: "Blessing the Torrent" 
is an act accomplished through the poem. Six of the essays seven sec
tions are devoted to recreating the existential moment of blessing. The 
subtitle, "On Wordsworths Later Style," indicates that the act of this 
poem is similar to the acts of others of Wordsworths later poems, but 
this similarity is only discussed in the last section of the paper, and no 
other poem is examined in sufficient detail to establish that it is the ves
sel of a similar moment. This reading of one sonnet can only provide an 
analogy for the reading of others, making the other poems more accessi
ble; any more specific claim of equivalence among poems would sug
gest a reductive normalization . Each poetic moment is itself and no 
other. 

The essay is structured to make the poet's state of mind accessible in 
all its fullness to the reader, to widen gradually the readers conscious
ness of the central issue of the poem. The essay opens with a considera
tion of the literal meaning of the opening question of the poem: "How 
art thou named?" Each of the following sections grows out of an issue 
raised in the previous one in order to open up the central, opening ques
tion. In a sense, each section progressively uncontains the flood. 

The epigraphs of Holderlin, Stevens, and Joyce prepare a first reading 
of the poem by setting the river in motion as one of a poetic family of 
floods , puzzling and uncontainable . The first section by raising issues 
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of form-the untitled, unplaceable fragment versus the named, closed 
sonnet-localizes this particular flood, but raises the problem of under
standing the localization. The second section takes up the theme of 
localization to examine biographical information that raises problems 
about what the poet could be meaning. At this point the critic brings in 
other samples of Wordsworth's writing to show the poet's way of think
ing about these issues . The writings of other poets are examined to show 
what Wordsworth did not mean. By the end of the second section the 
formal solution to naming collapses as the critic points to the inade
quacy of the poet's diction to fulfill the domesticating function of the 
sonnet. 

The third section examines this dilemma through the text of the first 
half of the poem, where the poet explains the problem and proposes a 
first, inadequate solution. The fourth section discusses the acceptance 
of the inability of language to localize, as developed in the second half of 
the poem. Against this reading of the whole poem, Hartman reex
amines a few phrases that appear to be cliches, but which now are seen 
to have unexpected depth, particularly in the context of Wordsworth's 
other writing. These phrases lead to a return to the problem of naming 
in the sixth section. Only after the full dynamics of the poem are re
vealed is the poem seen to represent a key part of Wordsworth's con
sciousness in his later career, deriving from the realizations of The 
Prelude. 

The structure of Hartman'.5 essay differs substantially from the struc
tures of the two essays discussed earlier. In both of the earlier cases the 
arguments are built on claims to be placed, established, and applied
thereby achieving closure within a framework of knowledge. The two 
earlier essays differ primarily in the amount and directiveness of text 
required to define the framework and phenomenon, to establish the 
claim, and to indicate the applications of the claim. Hartman'.5 essay, 
however, denies the reader the closure of a specific claim fixed within a 
coherent framework of knowledge. The essay only prepares the reader's 
sensibility to relive imaginatively the Wordsworthian sensibility. The 
essay ends with a method of reading and a promise of pleasure: "The 
later poems often require from us something close to a suppression of 
the image of creativity as 'burning bright' or full of glitter and communi
cated strife. Wordsworth's lucy-feric style, in its discretion and reserve, 
appears to be the opposite of luciferic. Can we say there is blessing in its 
gently breeze?" 

The essay also denies closure in another way. The final test of Hart
mans argument is whether it illuminates the poems. No hard evidence 
will determine whether he is right or wrong. Certain kinds of evidence 
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are available to convince the reader of the plausibility of the argument, 
which evidence the critic violates only at his own risk. Hartman must 
show his reading is consistent with the wording and structure of the 
poems and harmonious with what we know of the poet and his period. 
Further, each interpretation has an implicit psychology and aesthetic 
which cannot, without extension rationale, violate readers' ideas of how 
people read and write poems; in his extensive writings on Wordsworth, 
Hartman has presented an intriguing and plausible phenomenological 
aesthetic, based on the Wordsworthian endeavor to feel a connected
ness with nature through the poetic imagination (for example, Word
sworth's Poetry, 1787-1814). But all the argument is based on plausibility 
with no hard, provable answers. And even notions of plausibility can 
be changed if the essay succeeds in expanding the readers poetic 
imagination. 

As the object of investigation, the poem only gains importance in its 
subjective experience, so also with the literature, of which there are four 
relevant types. First is the critical literature, toward which Hartmans 
essay contributes. Yet the critical literature is used neither as a ground
work out of which the ideas of the essay grow nor as an orderly body of 
information into which the essay fits. The accumulated knowledge of 
the critical literature is implicitly dismissed in several ways, and the 
whole of Wordsworth criticism is treated as so inconsequential as not to 
require explicit discussion. In finding this one poem (and most of the 
other later poems as well) worth serious study, Hartman challenges the 
conventional wisdom which sees a collapse in Wordsworths poetic 
powers after The Prelude. In addition, Hartman criticizes a normalized 
reading- i.e., conventional criticism-as inadequate to the poem. 
Finally, by locating the genesis of the later style in the perceptions of The 
Prelude, Hartman reverses the common view that the epic was the 
culmination of the early period and that Wordsworth almost immedi
ately turned away from the great poem's realizations . In the text of the 
essay no explicit mention of Wordsworth criticism is made, and in the 
notes the only reference to any critics are to Longinus and Kenneth 
Burke, both of whom discussed concepts analogous to Hartmans. The 
references are brief, and serve only to illuminate Hartman's ideas. D. V. 
Erdman is also thanked for calling Hartmans "attention to a topograph
ical tract published in London, 1796." 

The second type of literature, used more extensively, provides contex
tual information, such as Wordsworths activities at the time of the 
poem's composition and the typography of the poems setting. These 
documents date primarily from Wordsworths time. The argument does 
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rely on this historical, nonliterary information, but only in service of 
Hartman's literary perception. 

Third is the corpus of world poetry, quoted substantially throughout. 
The works of other poets are used to illuminate Wordsworths work by 
analogy and contrast. Wordsworths poetic moment is identified by set
ting it against other poetic moments. Even though a Holderlin poem 
may shed light on a Wordsworth poem, however, they remain separate, 
with separate lives to be evoked and with no fixed relationship to each 
other. Hartman does not even attend to the historical task of tracing 
influence and literary tradition, which would establish at least some for
mal connections between poems. 

The last type of literature is the testimony of Wordsworth and his inti
mates concerning his state of mind and poetic intentions. This category 
includes letters, journals, and Wordsworths other poems when they are 
used in an evidentiary way. As with the previous types of literature, 
these documents are used only to illuminate Hartman's perception of 
the dynamics of the poem under study, and they are interpreted 
through that perception. Thus Hartman uses a letter in which Words
worth copied the poem not as an honest reflection of the poets state of 
mind, but to recall another time when Wordsworth criticized just such 
attitudes as expressed in the letter. This juxtaposition, not at all evident 
in Wordsworths letter by itself, prepares Hartmans criticism of the 
absurdity of the conventional reading and introduces the existential 
paradox which becomes Hartmans theme. Thus all the references, from 
the most scholary historical geography to the most poetic evocations, 
serve only to recreate the consciousness Hartman perceives embodied 
in the poem. 

The critical and poetic literatures have an additional important, but 
implicit, role: the language of the essay invokes and evokes concepts 
and aesthetic experiences from the entire history of poetry and poetic 
criticism. The literary vocabulary on one level appears to be purely tech
nical, not unlike the technical vocabularies of molecular biology or 
sociology. Terms such as topos, apostrophe, sonnet, turn, enjambment, and 
sublime are the critics basic conceptual equipment, learned as part of 
professional training. On another level, however, the literary terms are 
more than technical, for each reverberates with former uses and exam
ples. One can know and understand deoxyribose on the basis of modern 
chemistry alone, but to understand the sublime one must not only have 
read Longinus and be familiar with the ensuing critical debate to mod
ern times, one must have experienced a wide range of poems that em
body the development and variation of that concept. Even terms that do 
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not refer directly to experience-sonnet, for example-rely on wide liter
ary experience. That a poem has fourteen lines, particular rhymes and 
meters, and a tum is of some outward interest, but of greater impor
tance is that the poem stands in a tradition that began as a representa
tion of love, became increasingly introspective and confessional, then 
took on religious and philosophic concerns, fell into disuse as uncon
genial to the concerns of the eighteenth century, and was finally revived 
by the romantics. To understand the term sonnet is to be sensitive to the 
wide range of consciousness and experience it has served to realize . 
Moreover, to understand the terms use in a phrase such as "Though the 
sonnet as a form is a domesticating device . .. " one must remember the 
courtly lover tom by love yet graceful in his meters, Donne in religious 
turmoil tearing at the form, Herbert turning the sonnet in on itself, and 
Milton in grief, blindness, and civil war finding repose for the space of 
fourteen lines . In comparison, the sociological and psychological terms 
used by Merton-e.g., ambivalence, denial, and integration-do have his
tories in the literature, and familiarity with the original texts helps 
reveal how the terms are used, yet the history of the field and the experi
ence of reading the entire corpus is not evoked in the use of the terms. 

Because the experience embodied in the poetic literature and inter
preted through the critical literature is implicit in the literary vocabu
lary, the terms take on an added subjective element. Not only does 
Hartman use the critical vocabulary to elucidate the subjective experi
ence of the poem as he perceives it, his use embodies his own entire 
experience of literature-his experience of Longinus, Milton, and even 
Joyce. Moreover, in trying to communicate his perceptions he is relying 
on the subjective experiences each of his readers have of literature. Each 
reader has intimate familiarity with a different range of literature, and 
each reader gives each text a different reading. Ones personal anthol
ogy personally interpreted comprises the individuals share of the cor
porate knowledge and is the basis of that individuals sensibility. 

In the chain of consciousness from poet to critic to reader, the enter
prise rests on the quality of the mediating critic's sensibility. Of course 
one can read a poem without benefit of a mediating critic, and some 
schools of thought suggest the best reading is the least tutored. If one 
turns to a critic, however, the reader must believe that the critic perceives 
things that would not be apparent to the reader. A critics persuasive
ness, therefore, depends in part on establishing a persona of percep
tivity, if not brilliance. Reputation, which is prior to any given article, no 
doubt plays a significant role in fostering the persona. The content of the 
essay itself also provides a substantive basis for judging insight. But a 
persona of sensitivity and brilliance can also be fostered by stylistic hab-
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its. Hartman uses several techniques to increase the appearance of den
sity of thought. First, like many critics, he prefers the elliptical argument 
to the fully delineated. Consider, for example, this sentence: "The word 
'Viamala' has punctuated a pathfinding movement of thought and sug
gests a final station or resting point as it turns the sonnet toward the 
description of a single scene-though a scene that turns out to be a pros
pect rather than a terminus, with features that reach beyond time." The 
single sentence moves through many concepts cast in metaphorical 
terms, modifying and by the end even reversing the original imagery. A 
number of the key phrases, such as pathfinding movement and features that 
reach beyond time, are neither prepared for earlier in the paper nor spelled 
out later. No specifics are attached to any of the generalizations of the 
sentence; the reader is left to figure out how the complex point of the 
sentence applies to both the rest of the article and to the poem. The 
interpretation required of the reader is increased because the metaphor 
of the critical sentence turns the imagery of the poem around, suggest
ing that the poet, and not the river, is on a pathfinding journey. The 
sentence can suggest many thoughts to the reader, not all of which may 
be intended or supported by the argument. In contrast, although the 
Watson and Crick article does employ ellipsis, the items not spelled out, 
such as van der Waals distances, do have specific, univocal meanings with 
clear-cut application to the argument of the paper. The ellipsis runs 
through a single meaning rapidly rather than reverberating with many 
possible suggested meanings. 

In the literary essay reverberative density is also achieved through 
allusive language, invoking concepts and experiences of other poets 
and implying connections between words. The capable negativity Hart
man mentions at the beginning of section III is a Spoonerism for Keats's 
term "negative capability." The verbal play suggests a deep transforma
tion of Keatss poetics, but the phrase seems actually to have only the 
simple meaning in the essay that the poem recognizes the impossibility 
of its task. The last sentence of the essay-"Can we say there is a blessing 
in its gentle breeze?" -refers to the opening line of The Prelude and the 
title of the essay as well as a contrast to the torrent. Puns run throughout 
the essay from the first epigraph (where the double meaning of the Ger
man entsprungen ties the river to a puzzle), through "the chasm that is 
like a chiasmus" in the fourth section, to the contrast of luciferic and lucy
feric (referring to Wordsworths Lucy poems) in the next to the last sen
tence of the essay. A plethora of connections attests to the fertile sen
sibility of the critic, and sensibility is essentially what the critic has to 
offer in the essay. 
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Final Comparisons 

To recapitulate the major points of comparison among 
the three texts analyzed is to notice that the three statements of knowl
edge are three different things. In mediating reality, literature, audi
ence, and self, each text seems to be making a different kind of move in a 
different kind of game. All three texts appear to show interest in phe
nomena which form the topics for the essays ( as well as provide the 
titles). But the phenomena are not equally fixed prior to the essays . The 
substance DNA and the concept genetic carrier were well known 
(although not agreed to be synonymous) prior to Watson and Crick's 
essay. The Wordsworth poem was also well known, but Hartman claims 
what was known should not count as true knowledge, which can only 
come in the subjective recreation of the poetic moment. In the 
ambivalence essay Merton must first establish that the phenomenon 
exists and is consequential. 

The chemical and biological literatures are codified and embedded in 
the language, problematics, and accepted modes of argumentation; 
consequently, the DNA essay does not need to discuss explicitly most of 
the relevant literature except for claims and evidence immediately bear
ing on the essays claim. The sociological literature on scientific behavior 
is more diverse, unsettled, and open to interpretation; therefore, the 
essay must reconstruct the literature to establish a framework for dis
cussion. The author attempts codification because codification is not a 
fact going into the essay. The literatures of poetry and its criticism tend 
to be particularistic and used in particularistic ways; the Wordsworth 
essay invokes both literatures idiosyncratically and only in support of 
the critics vision of the particular poetic moment of consciousness being 
investigated. Codification, if it can be called that, is entirely personal. 

The biological and biochemical audiences share an acceptance of 
much knowledge, evidence gathering techniques, and criteria of judg
ment against which to measure Watson and Crick's claims and to sug
gest how the claims might be applied; therefore, the authors do not 
urge, but rather leave the audience to judge and act according to the 
dictates of science. The sociological audience, sharing no uniform 
framework of thought or criteria of proof, must be urged, persuaded, 
and directed along the lines of the authors thoughts. The literary audi
ence, concerned with private aesthetic experience, must find the critic's 
comments plausible, but more important must find the comments 
enriching the experience of reading; evocation of the richest experience 
is persuasion. 

In their essay Watson and Crick take on a humble yet proud authorial 
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presence: the humble servants of nature and their discipline, filling in 
only a small piece of a vast puzzle and subject to the hard evidence of 
nature and the cold judgment of their peers-yet the proud originators 
of claims that have the potential ring of natural truth and nearly univer
sal professional acceptance. Merton stands more uncertainly before his 
discipline and nature, neither of which holds the promise of clear-cut 
judgment and unequivocal support, yet through the force of argument 
he hopes to establish some certainty. Curiously, the literary critic Hart
man, who has the least responsibility to establish certainty, must take 
on the most demanding role: appearing to have insight greater than that 
of his readers. Since his contribution cannot be measured in terms of a 
claim to be judged right or wrong, the quality of his whole sensibility is 
up for judgment. 

The diversity of the knowledge-producing activity embodied in these 
three texts suggests how important the form of knowledge is. Getting 
the words right is more than a fine tuning of grace and clarity; it is defin
ing the entire enterprise . And getting the words right depends not just 
on an individuals choice . The words are shaped by the discipline-in its 
communally developed linguistic resources and expectations; in its styl
ized identification and structuring of realities to be discussed; in its lit
erature; in its active procedures of reading, evaluating, and using texts; 
in its structured interactions between writer and reader. The words 
arise out of the activity, procedures, and relationships within the 
community. 16 

The solutions to the problem of how to write embodied in these arti
cles are unique, even within their respective disciplines . Each article 
speaks to its own moment and own intellectual space; each actively 
realizes its own goals in that moment and space. Judgments about typ
icality and typologies of textual forms in different disciplines must be 
made cautiously, if at all. Certainly to declare any features of these three 
isolated articles as typical of their disciplines would be folly. Yet each 
does reveal something about its discipline, not so much in the specific 
writing choices as in the context in which each of those moves make 
sense; not in the moves, but in the hints about the gameboard revealed 
by the moves. 

The gameboard of biochemistry as revealed by Watson and Cricks 
moves is far more defined and stable than the sociological gameboard 
Merton works on. Watson and Crick can count on many more reg
ularities of the game than Merton can. And the most fundamental of 
those regularities have to do with the empirical basis of the game. Wat-

16. Other insights into disciplinary differences may be found in Becher. 
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son and Crick can rely on great agreement as to what empirical evidence 
is relevant to the claim and how that evidence is to be produced, repre
sented, and applied in this situation. All the dimensions of Merton's 
game, however, are more fluid because of the lack of agreement over the 
relevant empirical experience, its production, its application, and its 
representation. And Hartman's game is open to even more idiosyncratic 
moves because the grounding evidence is displaced from the game
board into the player; the fundamental reality to be experienced resides 
within the critic. 

The contrasts among these three articles bring sharply into relief the 
accomplishment of the stable (though not static) rhetorical universe 
which makes possible Watson and Cricks precise, powerful, and highly 
successful formulation. The emergence of this rhetorical universe, its 
implications, and its variations will be the subject of the ensuing chap
ters . We will see the central role of text and genre not just in responding 
to the emerging regularities of rhetorical universe, but in helping indeed 
to create that rhetorical universe . 
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MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF 
NUCLEIC ACIDS 

A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucle ic Acid 

WE wish to sugge~t a st-ructure for the Ralt 
of deoxyr ibo~ nuclt" ic acid (D . N .A.). This 

etruct-ure ha.s novel features wh ich are of consi<lerablC" 
biologica l interest. 

A structure for nucleic a.cicl has alrua-tly bct.·n 
pro~sed by Pauling and Corey1 • Th<'y kindly madt• 
their' manuscript. avRi lablr to w 1 in advi:\n.ce of 
publica tion. Their model consi~ts of thre<' intor
twined chainq, with the phospha~es near the fi brr 
axis, and the bases on t,he outside. In our opinion . 
this st ructure is uneu1,tisfactory for two rea!:Jons : 
(1) We believe that t he mate rial which gives tlw 
X -ray diagrams is tho salt. not the frco acid. Withou1 
the acidic hydrogen atoms it is not clear whot forces 
would hold the structure together , eRpccially as tlw 
nega.!ively charged phosphates nrRr the axi~ will 
repel ea l':h other . ( 2) Some of tlw van de r \\'aa.ls 
distances appear to be too small . 

Anot,her three-chain structure ha..~ Also OOcn sug
gested by Fraser (in the press). In hi~ m odel the 
phospha.tes a.re on t he outside a.nrl t.hc ba.ses on the 
il}Bide, li nked together by hydrogen bond~. Th is 
structure as describerl is rat.her ill -defined, and for 

this reason Wf' shtt.11 not comment 
on it. 

We wish to put forwar<l a 
radically different s t ruc ture for 
the salt of deoxyribose nucle ic 
acid. This structure has t wo 
helical chains eo.ch coiled round 
the same axis (~ <lie.gram) . Wf!t 
have made the usmil chem ical 
assumptions, namely, that each 
chain consists of phnsph&te di 
ester groups joining fi -o•dcoxy• 
ribofursnosc residues with 3',5' 
linka,Q;cs. Thu two chains (but 
nnt t h,•ir bases) are rclat ct..1 by f\ 

dya.<l pe rpendicular to tlw fibre 
axis. Both chninlll follow right 
hamlrtl lH"lices, but o wing: to 
the dyad t ht> seqtwnccil of thf" 
a!oms in t he t wo chRin.-c ruu 
in oppo~it c dirf"cti ,m;. . Each 
chain lnosch· rt•~•mblt•s Fur
berg's1 m n<le'I X u. 1; that is, 
dt<' ba..<.ies nre nn the in,ide of 
the h f" lix an<l 1he pho~phat f"s on 
thf" outside. Tho configurat ion 
of the ~ugar and t hr a toms 
m~ar it is <·lose tu Furberg's 
·standsrd co nfig urat io n ' , the 
sugar being roughly perpendi 
cular to the atte.chnc.l b~e. The rt! 

is a res idue on each chain every 3 •4 A. in the .z:..<fireC'
t ion. \Ve have assumed an angle of 36° between 
adjacent residues in the same chain, ao tha t t he 
~tructure repeats after 10 residues on each chain, that 
1s, afte r 34 A. The distance of a phosphorus atom 
from the fibre axis is 10 A. As the phosphates are on 
the outside, ca tions have easy access to them. 

The structure is an o!"'n er.&, ~nd its water conte nt 
is rather high . At lower water content& we would 
expect the bases to t il t so that the structure could 
become more compact. 

The novel feature of the structure is the manner 
in which the two chains are he ld together by the 
purine a.nd pyrimidine bases. The planes of the bases 
are perpendicular to the fibre axis. They are joined 
together in pairs, a single base from one chain being 
hydrogen-bonded to a single base from the other 
chain, so that the two lie side by side wit h identical 
.z:-co-ordinates. One of the pair must be a purine and 
the other a pyrimidine for bonding to occur. The 
hydrogen bonds are made as follows : purine position 
1 to pyrimidine position 1 ; purine position 6 t.o 
pyrimidine position 6. 

If it is assumed that t he ba988 only occur in the 
structure in the m ost plausible tautomeric fonns 
(that is, with the keto rather than the enol con 
figurations) it is found that only specific pairs of 
basea can bond together. These pairs are : adenine 
(purine) with thymine (pyrimidine) , and guanine 
(purine) with cytosine (pyrimidine). 

In other words, if an adenine forms one member of 
a pair, on either chain, then on these aesu.mptions 
the other member must be thymine ; similarly for 
guanine and cytosine. The sequence of bases on a 
single chain does not appear to be restricted in any 
way. H owever , if only specific pairs of baaee can be 
formed, it follows that if the sequence of bMeB on 
one chain is given , then the sequence on the other 
chain is automatically determined. 

It has been found experimentally••• t hat the ra tio 
of the amoW1ts of adenine to thymine, and the ratio 
of guanine to cytosine, are a lways very cJ09e to Wlity 
for deoxyribose nucleic acid . 

It is probably impossible to build t his s tructure 
with a ribose sugar in place of the deoxyriboee, ae 
the extra oxygen a tom would make t oo c lose a van 
der Waals contact. 

The previously published X-ray data••• on deoxy
riboee nucleic acid are insufficient for a rigorous test 
of our structure. So far as we can tell, it is roughly 
compatible with the experimental data, but it m ust 
be regarded as unproved until it has been checked 
against more exact results. Some of these are given 
in the following commw1ica tions. We were n ot awa re 
of the detsi ls of the results presented there when we 
devised ou r structure, which rests mainly though not 
entirely on published experimental <lat& and stereo
chemical argument,s. 

I t has not escaped our noLice that the specific 
pairing we have µostulatet l immediately suggests a 
possible copy ing mechanism fur the genet ic materia l. 

Full details of the stn1cture, including the con 
ditions assumed in building it, t.ogether with a set 
of co-ordinates for the a toms, will be published 
elsewhere. 

\Ve a re much indebted to Dr. J erry Donohue for 
constant advice and cri ticism, especially on inter
a tomic dist.ances. We have also been atimuJated by 
a knowledge of the general nature of the unpublished 
experimental results and idea.a, of Dr. M. H . F. 
Wilkins, Dr. R. E . Franklin a.nil their co-workere at 
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Molecular Structure of Deoxypentose 
Nucleic Acids 

\\"ttJLE the biolog ical prnf>('rl i" :-c o f deoxyp<'n' o~c 
1nwl1• i1; I\Ci<l sugger,;t a m o lcC'11lnr s1r11 r ture <•on
to.ining great complexity. X -ra.y cliffract inn Rl t1di r s 
descr ibe<l here (r f. As t bury1) Jo1hnw t hi" basic m o le,:ultt.r 
configuratio n ha.~ grPa.t s implicity . Thi" purpo!l1' o f 
t his cnmmunica.tinn is to descrilx- . in it. prl'lim inn.ry 
way, sumt• o f the r xperimental cvidl•nc1• fo r thf' po ly 
nuc lt>otidc chain configurot inn l>c inp: hr- licn l. and 
exist ing in this fo1m when in 1hc natural s101 c. A 
fulle r account of the wo rk will he pul,li~hccl sJiq r!ly . 

The 11 1 ructure of d oox yP4 •n1 o~ m1clt •ir ll<'ici is I ho 
same in oil Rpccies {nit hough the nit rog1 •n bast" ra.t ios 
alte r con.-.iidc ra.bly) in nucl,•oprntc in, c x1ra.c red o r in 
cells, and in purifi f'4. I nuc:l, ·at c-. Thi" AAmr linC'ar group 
o f polynucleo1 i<ie chain.~ mny paPk 1np:e1hn parnll<" I 
in d i.ffc rc nL ways t o give <.:rysrnllinc •->, ~ mi -c:rys tall ino 
or para.crystalline mRtNinl. l n all ca!«'s the X -my 
d iffraction phu1ogrtiph <:ons i:-tt s of 1wo rcgion.q, one 
detcnninet l largely hy the n •j'.?ldn.r ~pa.c·ing of nucleo
t ideij along tl 10 c l10.m, a nd tho other by the longer 
apa.cings u f I h n rhai n c1.mfi gurH.t ion. The scqu('nco of 
d iffe rent nit rogt•n hti.~t•s u.long the chain il'l no t m Rdo 
vi1:1iLle. 

Orientrd pn.rn<.: r~·~in.llinl" d1•o xyp1•111 11~ n ur!Pic nr icl 
('s tructure JJ ' i1l I l1c- Ii ii lowing t.:l1rnm11nicaf ion Uy 
Frankl in nnd t:osling1 gi\'f•i. o. fibre tliuµ~ 1.m 0.'-1 shown 
in Fig . l (c f. ri•f. 4 ) . .-\ ~1ht11·y s11gg1 •-i1.-d that the 
strong :i -4-A . 1v ff 1• xio11 1·urn•..;pon1lctl t n tl 10 in1 t• r 
nuclco1 ulc rept·Ut 11.l , ,ng th<" fi b rP nxi ... Tho _,, 34 .\ . 
layer lin~ . hn \\"C\·cr, n.rn n111 1hw ' " a r<.-pcat nf 11o 

polynur. lcot icl t' cornp11-.iti1 111 , lmt t o tlit · cho.in con 
figurot ion l"C)ll•n.t , \\ lii1 : li c·a1L~s i-1 ro ng tliffrnr.t inn 1L.~ 

th<" nw·l1 •11t id u chl\il\.'- ltn , c liiJ,d1<-r tll·1t~i 1 ~· 1 hon I he 
into1-s1 it ial wn.t C"r. Tiu· nh..;1..•nc1• of rdli·x1nn',( on o r 
ncti.r tlu • rncrid11u1 i1111m ·, lin.1t•lr s1 1cg• •'- l:-c a l11•lu:al 
~,n1c1111·n wi1lt n.x1-. pam/11•11 11 1il,r1 • l1 ·11g1h . 

Diffraction by Helices 

TL Ill•\~· lJt' s ilo,\ n ) (111,,:11 :--:1 11 k 1•.-t, 11np11l,lis li1 •d ) 1 lmt 
tlti • iu11 •11s i1 y 1lis te-iln11i,1n itt 1h1• d ifTlrn :tion pn. t torn 
of a ~,.. r ips u l' l"l llll s 1•q11all r ~pa1:1·d nlong a hPlix i:-c 
gi\'t•n hy rho s1 pu..1. rPs 11r l~<•-.,.:1..• I f11111·1111a ..;, A unili ll"m 
cont in111111l'l l ll' lix gin •:,; a i,;,•ri, •-.i 11 1" lup·r lirn•~ 11 1" ~pa1·i n~ 
co1·1·,•s p11 ud i11µ; 111 1l u- lu •lix p111 ·lt . th• • in,,..11 .. it y di~
l rilH11 i1111 nl 11 11L: 1_111• ,uh l,~yc r lint• lx:i 11g ,prnp11rti111H\I 
to th1• :,;q w~rc 111 J,., the Hlli 111"1l1:I' B<":-csc l 1'111 11·1 11 111 . 
A s1m iJd11 line m11~- h t• d mwn a ppr11 x imnt ely 1 hr1111gh 

Fla . 1. t'itm ~ d t:i.11 ra111 of 11t·oxy pcn1~ nucltlr a.cld from B. coli. 
t" ihrr axis n rtlral 

the innerm n~ t me.ximn of ea(•h 13es~ I function and 
the o rigin. T he angle this !in<' mo.kos wi th the equator 
i-. ro ughly cq11RI to tho angle between a n eleme~t of 
the helix a nd the helix axis. If a W1it repeat.s n times 
along thr helix thr rc will be- A m eridional reflexion 
{J , 1 ) un the mh laye r lint!. Th<" he lical configu ration 
pr()(luc,..,1 i:1icl r- bandr,; o n th is funda m ental frequency, 
tht • c>fft•c1) lx-ing t u repro<l\lf• ♦ ' the int ensi t y d istribution 
a bout the o r igin aro unrl th<' ,lew o rigin , on the nth 
layer line. co rr"C"~ponrl ing tn r in Fig. 2. 

\Ve will no w bric>fty nnaly~• in phys ical terms some 
of the Pffec1s o f the s hKpu anrl s iz.e of the repeat unit 
o r nucli •nt id e on thn diffro.ctinu pattern . FiNit•, iftbe 
nucleo t id c> <·on~ists n f n unit hn.\'i nJ{ ci rcular symmetry 
abo u1 an axi~ part11lul t o I h<' hulix axis, t he whole 
diffrac t inn pn.tt e rn is mod1fiefl by tho form factor of 
the n11l:lc111iilc. Src1 md , if the nucleotide consists of 
a sr ri<•R or point~ on n ro.diw, at right-angles to the 
helix n.x i~. thu phf\..'lt'l'l n f radia.1iun scauered by the 
hclicc!-o of 1liffc re n t tlin.met er ra~~ing through each 
point nrc th<" so.me . Swnme.t ion of I he r:n rresponding 
lk ssrl f1111c1inns g1,·1• :-c r, •inf\1t't•c>mr n 1 fo r the in ner-

_,.,,,. ........_ "7'...... e e 

f- ·-· ..o-...----✓-/ 0' . 
Fi~ . :!. I •lfklc-!lun (l/\ll t'rn nr 'r"1em or 11,11,·,•1 ,·orrHpondln& to 
~, rurl u re of ,1t .. ,xy1,cn\11"-t: 11111 ll'i1· ac-i,I. '!'tu· ,u11mre1 of Dt 11tl 
fo m·lio n-; ar. · 1,lu tli-1\ nl ~1u 1 11 11 11 tl w {'1111 r~t or and on the tlrsl , 
ICCOll• I. lh lrd anti lll l h la) t·r llo,· .. fo r tmlf ol t he nur-Jeotlde [l'laSI 
at ::11 .\ olill lllt' l t' r o.nd r t n1al11,h•r Ulflr il1llh'\I a m ni;! 11 raU lul, the 
ma,• 111 :\ l.' i\• ·n ra,tlu, ht-In~ i,ropnrtlo11al 10 tlw r:i.11111~. About 
,. •tu lh•• trntl, l:\yer !in"' <11i111 llar fo nr Uo ns a re ~ IOttt'cl for an outer 

11i1'11 ,eh •rof I :! .\ . 
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The 
Ambivalence 
of Scientists 
1963 

Many of the endlessly recurrent facts about multiples and priont1es are 
readily accessible-in the diaries and letters , the note-books, scientific 
papers , and biographies of scientists. This only compounds the mystery of 
why so little systematic a ttention has been accorded the subject. The facts 
have been noted , for they are too conspicuous to remain unobserved , but 
then they have been quickl y put aside, swept under the rug, and forgotten·. 
We seem to have here something like motivated neglect of this aspect of 
the behavior of scientists and that is precisely the hypothesis I want to 
examine now. 

This resist ance to the stud y of multiples and priorities can be conceived 
as a resultant of intense forces press ing for public recognition of scientific 
accomplishments that arc held in check by countervailing forces , inherent 
in the social role of scientists. which press for the modest acknowledgment 
of limitat ions. if not for downright humility. Such resistance is a sign of 
malintegration of the social institution of science which incorporates poten
tially incompatible values: among them. the value set upon originality, 
which leads scientists to want their priority to be recognized, and the 
value set upon due humilit y. which leads them to insist on how little they 
have in fact been able to accomplish . To blend these potential incom
patibles into a single orientation and to reconcile them in practice is no 
easy matter. Rather, as we shall now sec, the tension between these 
kindred values creates an inner conflict among men of science who have 
internalized both of them . Among other things . the tension generates a 

First published as a part of "Resistance to the Systematic Study of Multiple Dis
coveries in Science." E11ropcll11 Joumaf of Sociology 4 ( 1963) : 250-82: reprinted 
with rermission. A condensed version of part of this paper appears under this title 
in the B11//rti11 of the Johns Ho rkins Hospital , 112 (February 1963) : 77-97 . 
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distinct n:sistance to the systemat ic ~t ud y of multiples and often associated 
conflicts over priority. 1 

Various kinds of overt behavior can be interpreted as expressions of 
such resistance. For one thing, it is exp ressed in the recurrent pattern of 
trying to trivialize or to incidentalize the facts of multiples and priority in 
science. When these matters are discussed in print, they are typically 
treated as though they were either rare and aberrant ( although they are 
extraordinar il y frequent and typ ical ) or as though they were inconsequen
tial both for the lives of scientists and for the advancement of science 
( although they are demonstrably significant for both) . 

Understandably enough , many scie ntists themse lves regard these mat
ters as unfortun a te interruptions to their getting on with the main job. 
Kelvin , fo r example , remarks that "q uest ions of priority, however inter
esting they may be to the persons concerned , sink into insignificance" as 
one turns to the proper concern of adva ncing knowledge .2 As indeed they 
do: but sentiments such as these also pervade the historical and socio
logical study of the behavior of scienti sts so that systematic inquiry into 
these matters also goes hy default . Or again , it is felt that "the question 
of priorit y plays only an insignificant role in the scientific literature of our 
time" 3 so that, once again . this becomes regarded as a subject which can 
no longer provide a basis for clarifying the complex motivations and 
behavior of scientists ( if indeed it ever was so regarded). 

Now the practice nf seeking to trivialize what can be shown to be 
significant is a well-known manifestation of res istance. Statements of this 
sort read almost as though they were a paraphrase of the old maxim that 
the law does not concern itself with exceedingl y small matters; de minimis 
non curat scientia [lexJ. Not that there has been a conspiracy of silence 
about these intensely human conflicts in the world of the intellect and 
especially in science. These have been far too conspicuous to be denied 
altogether. Rather, the repea ted conflict behavior of great and small men of 
science has been incidcntalized as not reflecting any conceivably significant 
aspects of their role as scientists. 

Resistance is ex pressed also in various kinds of distortions : in motivated 
misperceptions o r in an hiatus in recall and reporting. It often leads to 
those wish-fulfilling beliefs and false memo ries that we describe as illusions. 
And of such behavio r the annals th at treat of multiples and priorities are 
uncommonly full. So much so that I have arrived at a rule of thumb that 

I . This paragraph d raws upon a fuller accoun t of the workings of these values in 
the social institution of science in " Prior ities in Scientific Discovery." chapter 14 of 
this volume. 

2. Silvanus P. Thompson. Thl' Li/<' of William Thomson . Baron Ke/l'i11 of Lar11s 
(London: Macmillan. 1910 ) . 2:602. 

3. 0110 Bliih. "The Value of Inspiration : A Study of Julius Robert Mayer and Josef 
Popper-Lynkeus." /sis43 (1952): 211 - 20. at 211. 
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seems to work out fairly wdl. The rule is this: whenever the biography or 
autobiography of a scientist announces that he had little or no concern 
with priority of discovery, there is a reasonably good chance that, not many 
pages later in the book, we shall find him deeply embroiled in one or 
another battle over priority. A few cases must stand here for many : 

Of the great surgeon, W. S. Halsted (who together with Osler, Kelly, and 
Welch founded the Johns Hopkins Medical School), Harvey Cushing 
writes : he was "overmodest about his work, indifferent to matters of 
priority ."4 Our rule of thumb leads us to expect what we find : some twenty 
pages later in the book in which this is cited, we find a letter by Halsted 
about his work on cocaine as an anesthesia: " I anticipated all of Schleich's 
work by about six years ( or five) . . . . [In Vienna ,] I showed Wolfler how 
to use cocaine. He had decla red that it was useless in surgery. But before 
I left Vienna he published an enthusiastic article in one of the daily 
papers on the subject. It did not , howeve r, occur to him to mention my 
name."" 

Or again, the authoritative biography of that great psychiatrist of the 
Salpetriere, Charcot, approvingly quotes the eulogy which says, among 
other things, that despite his many discoveries, Charcot "never thought for 
a moment to claim priority or reward. " Alerted by our rule of thumb, we 
find some thirty pages later an account of Charcot insisting on his having 
been the first to recognize exophthalmic goiter and, a little later, em
phatically affirming that he " would like to claim priority" for the idea of 
isolating patients who a re suffering from hysteria.6 

But perhaps the most apt case of such denial of an accessible reality is 
that of Ernest Jones, writing in his comprehensive biography that "al
though Freud was never interested in questions of priority, which he found 
merely boring"-surel y this is a classic case of trivialization at work
"he was fond of exploring the source of what appeared to be original ideas, 
particul arly his own."7 This is an extraordinarily illuminating statement. 
For, of course, no one could have " known" better than Jones-"known" 
in the narrowly cognitive sense-how very often Freud turned to matters 
of priority: in his own work, in the work of his colleagues ( both friends 
and enemies), and in the histo ry of psychology altogether. 

4. In his magisterial biography, Han·,ry Cus/ring (Springfield: Charles C . Thomas, 
1946), pp. 119- 20. John F . Fulton describes C ushing's biographica l sketch of Halsted. 
from which this excerpt is quoted , as "an excellent description ." 

5. Ibid ., p. 142. 
6. Georges Gullain, 1.-M. C/rarcor: His Life, His Work , ed . and trans . Pearce 

Bailey (New York : Paul B. Hoeber, 1959) , pp. 61 , 95-96, 142-43. 
7. Ernest Jones, Sii:mund Freud: Life and Work , 3 vols. ( London : Hogarth Press, 

1957). 3 : 105. Contrast David Riesman, who takes ample note of Freud's interest 
in priorit y, in lndi,·idua/ism R econsidered (Glencoe : The Free Press. 1954 ), pp. 314-
15. 378. 
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GEOFFREY H. HARTMAN 

Bless ing the Torrent: On Words\\'orth's La ter St~·le 

Ein Ra1hsel ist Re inentsprungenes 
Holder I in 

The river is fateful, 
Like the las t one. But there is no fer ryman . 
He coul J not bend aga inst its propelling force. 

Wall ace Stevens 

riverrun , past Eve and Adam 's 
James Joyce 

How art thou named? In search of what strange 
land. 

From whal huge height , descending? Can such 
fo rce 

Of wa1ers issue from a British source, 
Or hath nor Pindus fed thee, where the band 
Of Patriots scoop thei r freedom out , with hand 
Desper,11e as th ine ? Or come the incessant 

, hocks 
From that young Stream , that smites the 

throbbing rock s, 
Of V1a mal a? There I seem to sta nd , 
A s in li fe 's morn : perm ined to behold , 
From 1he dread chasm. woods c limbing above 

woods. 
In po mp that fa de~ not; everl ast ing sno ws ; 
And skies thal ne'er relinquish !hei r repose ; 
Such power pOiisess the family of fl oods 
Over the m inds of Poets, young or o ld! 

IF THE TWO opening lines of th is sonnet had 
been an untitled fr agment. their referent 
wo uld be uncertain . Who m is the poet talking 

10. wh at " thou" is addressed ' Is rhe fo rce natural 
or d ivine? And wh y should th e act of nam ing 
be import ant ' 

But the li nes are pa rt of a so nnet ti tled specifi
cally " To the T o rrent al the Devi l's Bridge, 
North Wales. 1824 ." ' Moreo ver. as line 2 runs 
into line 3. the -" fo rce" is ident ified as a " force 
of wale rs." th al is , a r iver o r. more precisely. a 

waterfa ll. ('' Force" was di a lect in the No rth of 
Engl a nd fo r " waterfal l. ") Describing the impact 
of a d ifferent sight, though it al so involves nam-

ing o r labeling, Wordsworth writes : "My mind 
turned round / As with the might of waters.''2 

In the present poem the verse line itself turns 
round and naturalizes the poet 's wonderment. 
Uncertainty of reference gives way to a well
defined personal situation that is easily de
scribed , tho ugh less ea,ily understood . 

II 

In September I 824 Wordsworth traveled 
through North Wales on one of the many senti
menta l journeys he was fond of taking. They 
were sentimenta l in the sense of covering old 
ground in order to reflect on the changes time 
had wrought in him or the scene ; and " Ti ntern 
Abbey" was the earliest and most remarkable 
issue of such memorial visits. On this particular 
t rip Wordsworth saw a friend of his youth , Rob
ert Jones. who had shared with him two deter
mining moments in hi s life : the ascent of Snow
don in 1791 and the tour of 1790 through 
revolutionary France and the Alps, with its com
plex seeding in his mind of experiences in the 
Sim pion / Viamala regio n. Both journeys were 
now over thirty years old , and had already been 
de scribed : the Snowdo n climb in Book XIII of 
rhe unpublished Prelude, and the Contine ntal 
tour in Book vr , as we ll as in Descriptive 
Sketches ( 1793 ). In 1820, moreover, Words
wo rth retraced his journ ey through the Alps with 
hi s sis te r, Do rothy, and his wife , Mary, both of 
who m kept journals of the visit. 

On a po rti on of this new tr ip to Wales the 
poe t was accompa nied by Robert Jones; and it 
was with him ( as well as with Mary a nd Dora 
Wo rdswo rth ) th at he viewed the waterfall de
scribed in the so nnet. No wonder, then , that as 
he stand , at the to rrent 's edge , he feel s he is 
bac k "in life 's mo rn, " and what he sees with the 
eyes of an aging man ( he is fift y-four years old ) 
is not a local river bur " the young stream that 
smites · the throbbing rock s, I Of Viamala," 



"h ich had giddied him when hi s own mind was 
young and in tu rmoil. 

We can normal ize this sonnet then ; and the 
fact that 11 i~ a sonnet , one of so many writ1en 
during the poet 's later career, tem pts us 10 give it 
a nod of estee m and pass on. There is lit1le o n 
firs t read ing 10 hold the attention . Forma l fea
tures of a conventional so rt abou nd : o pening 
and closing apostrophes: a first half comprising a 
ca~ct1dc of questions that receive their resolution 
or coda in the second half, which is in trod uced 
by an eflicient turn in the eigh1h line; enjamb
ments 1hat reflect the passion o r perplexity of the 
utte rance; and the abhreviated effect of sub
limi1y c reated by a b ro ken se ries of descriptive 
phrases charac1erizing his memory of 1he Vi
amala region ( II. I 0- 12) . 

In line wi1h this we ca n also normalize the 
initial " How art 1hou named?" as a rhetorical or 
animating movement th at is a residue of sub lime 
style and so risks bathos. The poet must have 
kno wn the name; he is obtruding the question to 

express a mo mentary ecstacy or disorientation. 
Still , this trace of sublime diction makes us un 
easy; and the discomfort spreads if we read 1he 
leller Wordsworth wrote lo hi s noble pai nter 
friend, Sir George Beaumont. We learn that " It 
rai ned heavi ly in the night , and we sa w the 
wate rfall s in perfection . Whil e Dora was at
tempting to make a sketch from the chasm in the 
rain , I composed by her side the following ad
dress to the torrent."' There is a calming o r 
distancing effect in the ph rase " waterfalls in per
fecti o n" that reminds us of Wo rdsworth's own 
ea rli e r cri1i,1ue of the picturesque a rti st 's superfi
cia l mas1ery of landsca pe; there is a lso the sub
d ued paradox of making "a sketch from the 
chasm" and "composing" an "address to the tor
ren t." 

Eve n if "compose" is used here without the 
overto ne of " repose," two further sonnets writ
ten du ring the vis it 10 Wales stress th at "ex pres
sio n of repose" with which nature o r time endows 
wi ld places. ' And there is, I would suggest. 
somet hi ng fai ntl y absurd about an "add ress to 
the torrent." H ow does one address a torrent? 
To do so, one hears Alice o r so me Wonderland 
Creatu re saying-to do so one must have its 
name and know whe re it lives . And, indeed, 
Wordsworth is no t ask ing for an ac1ual name. 
His opening question is in sea rch of so mething 
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existential rather than informational. If Lucy 
lives among untrodden ways near the Springs of 
Dove, where do I live? Where now, in 1824? 
Near what springs or feeding- sources? Like the 
to rrent itself, he seems uncertain of origin or 
direc tion, and th e questioning mood of the next 
li nl!s confi rm s th at. 

Yet his opening cry is not " What art tho u"" 
nor as in a moving poem of Hiilderlin 's " Where 
an 1hou?" (" Wo bist D u? Trunken dammert die 
Seele mir . ."}. It is " How an thou named?" 
What force, then , lies in the nam ing of a force? 
One of the othe r son nets writ1en in Wales de
scribes a stream that mingles with the Dee 
and flows a lo ng the " Vale of Meditat ion," or 
"Glyn Myrvr"-a •·sanctifyi ng name ," comments 
Wordsworth. As in his early " Poe ms on the 

aming of Pl aces" ( 1800). he then invents a 
name in Welsh for the place he wishes 10 single 
out. Yet the sonnet before us bestows no name, 
eve n tho ugh " Devil 's Bridge" and ' ' Viamala" 
migh t have encouraged a man called Wo rds
worth . 

To "add ress the tor rent" means, clearly 
enough , 10 domesticate the sublime : 10 contain 
it in the form of picturesque sketch o r reflective 
sonne1 ; and the o pening exclamation , at o nce 
perplexed and marveling, is expressive of 
Wo rdsworth's problem. The sublime , mo reover, 
is not a 9uali1y of place alone but also of time: a 
bewildering memory see ms to decompose the 
name of the torrent or any that might be given. 
Though the sonnet as a form is a domesticating 
device and tho ugh Wo rdsworth emul ates Mil
ton's "soul -animati ng strains" when he first 
chooses the sonnet as a verse instrument , his 
diction falle rs o r condenses under the strain . But 
th e significa nce of th is cannot be discussed with
out attending carefully to the strangeness of 
Wordsworth 's later verse, indeed to the verbal 
style of the sonnet in its ent irety, from title to 
final exclamation . The title already suggests the 
problems of ( 1} naming and (2) localization . It 
anticipates the q uestion of how a "force" can be 
localized in place, t ime. or language. 

Ill 

It is when we realize what naming implies that 
th is poem betrays its signi fi cant failure, its ca pa
ble negativi ty: it cannot name the stream . Acts 




